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Here you can find the menu of Taj Cuisine Indian Pak Food in Garden City. At the moment, there are 16 meals
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Noah Mercurio

likes about Taj Cuisine Indian Pak Food:
This place is amazing. If you’re looking for a good Indian restaurant look no further. They made me a dish that
made my taste buds melt. You could tell he really puts a lot of love and passion into his food and I would highly
recommend this place to anybody looking for a diamond in the rough. read more. What Haris Explores doesn't

like about Taj Cuisine Indian Pak Food:
The food was good but there should be bread with curry’s and my lamb kadrahi was good it could better though.
feeling of premade sauce it’s should be made with real chuncks of tomato’s. Not in tomato paste sauce and also
the price could be a lot better. for 4 nans one lamb karahi I paid almost 33$ it’s about double of entree that I ate
in most of the restaurants it’s not a bad review but it’s just a review I would ea... read more. At Taj Cuisine Indian
Pak Food in Garden City you can enjoy delicious vegetarian dishes, that are free from any animal meat or fish,

Generally, the dishes are prepared in the shortest time and fresh for you. It should not be forgotten that there is a
comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this locale, and you can look forward to the tasty typical

seafood cuisine.
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�tra�
GINGER

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

TOMATE

India�
NAAN

CHICKEN DARTS

BIRYANI

GARLIC NAAN

CHICKEN BIRYANI

LAMB BIRYANI
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